
Devil’s Kettle
India Pale Ale

At the crest of the falls one side of the Brule River 
tumbles toward Lake Superior while the other

 mysteriously vanishes into the Devil’s Kettle, puzzling 
hikers and geologists alike. Our IPA tends to disappear
 just as quickly. The fine mist from the falls is almost as  just as quickly. The fine mist from the falls is almost as 
refreshing as the taste of our fruity and flavorful IPA.

6.8% abv- 75 ibu
Hops: Amarillo, Mosaic, Columbus

Flavor: peach, apricot, 
mixed berry, grapefruit 

Palisade
Porter

The rugged stone outcroppings that frame the region 
provide endless opportunities for jaw dropping

 vistas, multi-pitch rappels or downhill ski runs come 
winter. They are also the rock-solid inspiration

 behind our malty, but not sweet, snappy but not bitter  behind our malty, but not sweet, snappy but not bitter 
porter that finishes with notes of chocolate and coffee.

5.3% ABV- 35 IBU
   Hops: Northern Brewer, East Kent Goldings

     Flavor: coffee, caramel, 
dark chocolate, roast malt

Brewed for Adventure
Grand Marais, Minnesota

Trailbreaker
Belgian Wheat

It’s never easy going first. We’re grateful for those 
who have gone before us, marking the way to our

   favorite places in Cook County. This cheer is for them,
 and anybody breaking their own trails. Our 

Trailbreaker Belgian Wheat is also a discovery ofTrailbreaker Belgian Wheat is also a discovery of
 fruity flavors, orange and coriander that combine to 

create an effervescent and exotic beer.

5.0% ABV- 15 IBU
Hops: Hersbrucker

Flavor: orange, coriander, fruity 

Boundary Waters
Brunette
Bown Ale

The silky water broken only by your paddle. The 
changeable skies, the endless pine and birch, fresh 
wolf prints on the shoreline, and oh yes, the portages.
 This classic brew makes every shoulder cramping This classic brew makes every shoulder cramping
canoe-carrying step worth it. Made with Minnesota
 grown wild rice that balances the slightly malty 
sweetness and gives it a unique, nutty flavor.

4.3% ABV- 25 IBU
Hops: East Kent Goldings

Flavor: toasty, biscuit, slight caramel
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